
2006 LINCOLN TOWN CAR.
A DEEPLY REWARDING AUTOMOTIVE EXPERIENCE.

From the star on its hood to its richly appointed passenger cabin, the 2006 Lincoln Town Car is an exemplary rendering of the 
classic large sedan. Yet this is a vehicle that utilizes advanced engineering solutions to deliver calm, confident road manners.

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS.



THE SPREAD-YOUR-WINGS LUXURY OF EXPANSIVE SPACE.

The Town Car passenger cabin provides more than enough room to satisfy those who find ordinary sedans too confining. In addition, this 
automobile’s living space is fitted with rich American walnut burl wood and glove-soft leather trim that could serve very well in the  
creation of fine furniture. While enjoying it, one can find further comfort in the knowledge that Town Car’s list of safety features is extensive.  
What’s more, Town Car has received the government’s five-star safety rating—in all five categories—four years in a row.*

A REASSURING THOUGHT.

*Government’s driver and passenger front, side-front and rear crash test, and Rollover Resistance rating, 2003—2006.



THE MILES MELT AWAY.

A drive in Lincoln Town Car is a delightful interlude in the midst of a busy day. Town Car is designed and engineered to be seen rather than heard, deeply 
enjoyed rather than merely experienced. Whisper quiet and silken smooth, it speaks softly of classic luxury—a rare commodity indeed. Yet Town Car applies 
modern technology to the task of moving you effortlessly. Its 4.6-liter V-8 delivers substantial power, while All-Speed Traction Control helps ensure that 
the automobile’s smooth, steady progress will not be interrupted by adverse road conditions.

PROGRESS CAN BE A V IRTUE.



Lincoln Town Car is engineered for 
optimum convenience. For example, 

Town Car’s available FULL-POWER 
TRUNK LID  opens and closes at the 
touch of a key fob button. Town Car 

provides a full 21.0 CU. FT. OF 
TRUNK STORAGE , more than
any other vehicle in its class.* An available 
trunk organizer helps keep cargo neat and 
upright while providing a flat loadfloor. An

easy-to-use available NAVIGATION 
SYSTEM  provides turn-by-turn 
guidance. Touch a button and the 
monitor screen displays controls for a 
THXTM Certified Audio System with eight 
Audiophile® speakers, a subwoofer and a 
six-disc in-dash CD changer. Town Car’s

BI-DIRECTIONAL CENTER 
ARMREST  opens toward either the
driver or front passenger, making access 
easy for both you and your guest.

*2006 Lincoln Town Car vs. 2005–2006 class competitors.

TEST DRIVE THE 
2006 TOWN CAR.

Visit Shopping Tools at 
lincoln.com to locate your 
nearest Dealer and schedule 
a test drive. Or, if you prefer, 
you can call 800-688-8898.

http://www.lincoln.com/shoptools/test_drive.asp?vehicle=towncar



